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Data Quality Act

• Enacted Dec. 2000

• Attributed to Jim Tozzi



Purpose of DQA

• Stated:  Provide 
guidance to Federal 
agencies for ensuring 
and maximizing the 
quality, objectivity, 
utility and integrity of 
information

• Critics say real 
purpose:
– Suppress release of 

gov’t reports contrary 
to corporate interests

– Make it more difficult 
for gov’t to regulate 
industry 



DQA required OMB to issue 
guidelines

• Issued Feb. 2002
• Establish rebuttable presumption that 

information subject to formal, independent, 
external peer review is objective

• More important information requires 
greater transparency and reproducibility

• Give agencies flexibility



FCC issues guidelines

• Oct. 2002
• Similar to OMB
• Establish mechanisms for correction 

of non-compliant information
– Raise in comments in RM



OMB Additional Guidance on Peer 
Reviews

• Jan. 2005
• Discusses cost/benefit trade – offs
• Suggests best practices

– Panel v. single review
– Early in process

• Criteria for selecting reviewers
• Agency must consider all comments



1996 Telecommunications Act

• required FCC to review of all broadcast 
ownership rules every 2 years

• whether “rules are necessary in public 
interest as result of competition”

• “The Commission shall repeal or modify 
any regulation it determines to be no 
longer in the public interest.”



2002 Biennial Review

• Sept. 2002 – FCC issues NPRM
• Nov. 2002 – Chrm. Powell creates MOWG 

“to study the media marketplace and 
improve the FCC’s knowledge base and 
ability to make informed media policy”

• MOWG commissioned 12 studies
• Oct. 2002 – studies released for public 

comment  



Pritchard, 
Viewpoint Diversity in Cross-Owned 

Newspapers and TV Stations

• coverage of 2000 Presidential election
• x-ownership “does not result in a 

predictable pattern of news coverage and 
commentary about important political 
events”



Comments criticized Pritchard 
Study

• Conclusions not supported by data
• Faulty study design
• Subjective definition of “slant”
• Author had done similar study for 

company with interest in x-ownership
• Limited scope
• Failed to study local elections



Spavins, et al., 
The Measurement of Local TV 

News and Public Affairs
• Compared tv stations affiliated with 

newspapers
– 59% more local news and public affairs 

programming compared to other network 
affiliates

– Provided higher quality programming as 
measured by ratings and awards for reporting

• Comments criticized



R&O issued June 2003

• Significant relaxation of NBCO rule
• Relied on Pritchard to find that blanket rule 

not necessary for diversity - X-owned 
stations “do not necessarily speak with a 
single, monolithic voice”

• Relied on Spavins to find X-ownership 
results in more and better local news



Prometheus Radio v. FCC

• 3rd Circuit issued decision in July 2004
• record evidence supported conclusion that 

flat ban unnecessary
– Noted criticisms of studies
– But no evidence contradict Spavins
– Although evidence conflicted with Pritchard, 

FCC reasonable to conclude evidence 
insufficient to require flat ban

• But FCC failed to justify new rule



Remand & 2006 Quadrennial 
Review

• June 2006 voted to issue FNPRM
– Made no specific proposals
– Announced FCC would conduct studies 

• Nov. 2006 announces topics and authors
– Would be subject to peer review

• Aug. 2007 studies released for comment
• Sept. 2007 posted peer reviews on website
• Nov. 2007 posted add’l peer reviews 
• Also peer reviews of some outside studies



Shiman, 
Impact of Ownership Structure on 
TV Stations’ News & Public Affairs

• Collected data on amount of scheduled 
news & public affairs programming 2 week 
for 4 years

• “3 way group fixed effects model”
• TV-newspapers provided 18 min (11%) 

more news per day



1st Peer Review of Shiman Study

• Leslie
– Limitations on data
– Some results not robust
– Suggested improvements in analysis



Add’l Peer Reviews

• Goldstein et al. found 5 major deficiencies
– Counted ads, teasers, and bumpers
– Included network news even amount of network news 

not influenced by x-ownership
– Fails to take into account scheduling and audience 

shares
– Fails to distinguish between commercial and non- 

commercial
– Fails to follow sound statistical practices

• Napoli also criticized failure to verify TMS data



Milyo, 
Effects of Cross-Ownership on 

Local Content and Political Slant of 
Local TV News

• 3 late night newscasts during week before 
2006 election on matched pairs of x-owned 
and non-x-owned stations

• Found that x-ownership associated with 7-10% 
increase in local news

• No difference in political slant between x- 
owned and other network affiliates



1st Peer Review by Gentzkow

• Unable to replicate findings at first
• Published results generally “sound”



Goldstein et al. 
• Sample of 3 days in week before election not 

representative
• Fails to distinguish between local and statewide 

campaigns
• Limited to late evening newscasts, may not be 

representative
• By limiting study of bias to federal candidates, 

ignored local issues, e.g. ballot propositions 
• Presentation emphasized insignificant findings 

and ignored those inconsistent with thesis



Complaints under DQA

• UCC et al. 
– Goldstein & Napoli peer reviews 

demonstrated that Shiman and Milyo studies 
lacked objectivity

– DQA precludes agency reliance
• Free Press et al. concerning process
• Center for Regulatory Responsiveness



Report & Order Feb. 2008

• Relaxed NBCO
• Relied on Milyo Study to find x-owned 

station provide more news overall, more 
local news, more candidate coverage etc.

• Relies on Shiman  finding x-owned TV 
more news programming 



Dismissed Reviewers’ Concerns 
about Milyo Study

• Gentzkow’s concerns addressed by Milyo
• Goldstein criticisms “either in whole or in 

part, do not invalidate findings”
– Milyo findings consistent with Shiman and 

another study
– Data limitations acknowledged by author
– Matter of judgment call

• Reject IPR DQA complaint
• Reject CU criticisms in comments 



Dismissed Concerns about Shiman 
Study

• Leslie’s suggestions incorporated and remaining 
concerned not about x-ownership results

• Napoli  - “we believe that his concerns should 
not affect the results concerning the impact” of  
x-ownership on news programming”

• List but don’t discuss Goldstein, et al. criticisms 
– find can rely on study because analysis 
“performed using accepted statistical practices 
and were peer reviewed”



Studies showing Harm or Lack of 
Benefits from X-Ownership

• CU showed X- 
ownership led to  
decline in whole mkt.
– Could not rely 

because of “numerous 
difficulties”

– Furtchgott-Roth 
identified “economic 
and econometric 
mistakes”

• Yan  found X-owned 
stations more likely to 
have news, but amt. 
not more than non-x- 
owned
– Hausman found Yan’s 

conclusions 
misleading

– Outside peer reviews 
found econometric 
work did not support



FCC Conclusion
On balance, . . . we conclude that the weight of 
evidence indicates that cross-ownership can 
promote localism by increasing the amount of 
news and information transmitted by the co- 
owned outlets.  The inconclusiveness of some 
of the data and disagreement as to the 
outcome of the studies, however, supports our 
decision to undertake a case-by-case review 
of particular combinations in particular 
markets, rather than providing hard, across- 
the-board limits. 



Denies DQA Complaints

• Free Press
– Gave adequate time to comment
– GL did not require peer review before release studies 
– DQA gives agencies broad discretion 
– Creates no legally enforceable rights

• Center for Regulatory Effectiveness
– Asserted FCC should not rely on Localism Study
– FCC need not address because didn’t rely on it



Did DQA Result in Better 
Decisionmaking?

• Did not affect FCC’s selection of questions and 
authors

• Favorable initial peer reviews suggests agency 
can manipulate process to get desired results

• FCC largely ignored negative peer reviews
• Studies not supporting desired outcome

– Avoid problem if don’t rely on, e.g. Localism 
– Cite problems as reason for non-reliance, e.g. CU, 

Yan



Did DQA Make It More Difficult for 
Agency to Act?

• Expense of studies
– Budgeted $200,000 but actual amount higher
– Milyo contract for $54,000
– Cost of obtaining data from commercial 

sources
• Add’l time
• Burden on public interest groups
• Double-edged sword
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